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Daniel is a senior consultant in our Project and
Programme team, who brings extensive commercial
experience in the end-to-end management of
complex technology-oriented projects to his clients.

Key achievements include:


Delivering multiple combined data
centre and head office IT service
migrations between European sites
for Fifth Step and their global
insurance industry client.



Highly motivated with a passion for delivering
excellence, Daniel uses a creative and innovative
approach to IT transformation that drives significant
improvements in the quality of project governance,
requirements specification and management of risk
as well as having a laser-focus on outcomes and
resource management.

Leading the delivery of a portfolio of
projects in a programme of
Infrastructure
improvements/upgrades/technology
refresh for Weathersbys Ltd.



Successfully delivered multiple IT
services to a banking business
transformation programme, liaising
closely with the technology service
partner, for Weatherbys Bank.

A PRINCE2 Practitioner, Daniel’s experience spans
multiple sectors including financial services, retail,
hospitality, legal, and technology.



Managed multiple projects
delivering new infrastructure and IT
services, including Office365, for
Primark retail.

He can project manage the resolution of severe
technical challenges drawing on experience from a
digital career spanning technical consultancy, delivery
team management, and IT transformation
programmes.

Daniel has proven expertise in:






Programme and project planning and delivery
PRINCE2 methodologies
Technology transformation of infrastructure,
networks and information services
Cloud service migration and implementation,
support services, and mixed platform systems
Third-party supplier selection, negotiation and
management

“Daniel's methodical approach and
flexible attitude to problem solving were
an invaluable asset in establishing a
detailed infrastructure programme of
work. His strong work ethic, commitment
and reliability are a credit to him.”
Martin Simpson, Head of Business
Transformation at Weatherbys Ltd

Enabling better outcomes. Through Digital.
www.digitalworksgroup.com

Daniel King is part of a multidisciplinary team of strategy, execution
and growth experts.

Think

Execute

Grow

Our Strategy and
Leadership team are
experts in helping clients
develop successful digital
strategies

Our Product, Project and
Technology team are
experts in helping clients
successfully execute their
digital strategy

Our Business Acceleration
team are experts in
helping clients grow at
pace.

End-to-end or specific needs. Our team is structured to
provide the exact skills you need
A ‘think + do’ approach. With expertise, methods and
networks to rapidly deliver tangible business benefits
A collaborative, pragmatic, and flexible culture. Sharing
insights and expertise to bring the best to our clients

http://www.digitalworksgroup.com/

